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Abstract—This paper builds upon the basic theory of multirate
systems for graph signals developed in the companion paper
(Part I) and studies M -channel polynomial filter banks on graphs.
The behavior of such graph filter banks differs from that of
classical filter banks in many ways, the precise details depending
on the eigenstructure of the adjacency matrix A. It is shown that
graph filter banks represent (linear and) periodically shift-variant
systems only when A satisfies the noble identity conditions
developed in Part I. It is then shown that perfect reconstruction
graph filter banks can always be developed when A satisfies
the eigenvector structure satisfied by M -block cyclic graphs and
has distinct eigenvalues (further restrictions on eigenvalues being
unnecessary for this). If A is actually M -block cyclic then these
PR filter banks indeed become practical, i.e., arbitrary filter poly-
nomial orders are possible, and there are robustness advantages.
In this case the PR condition is identical to PR in classical filter
banks – any classical PR example can be converted to a graph
PR filter bank on an M -block cyclic graph. It is shown that for
M -block cyclic graphs with all eigenvalues on the unit circle, the
frequency responses of filters have meaningful correspondence
with classical filter banks. Polyphase representations are then
developed for graph filter banks and utilized to develop alternate
conditions for alias cancellation and perfect reconstruction, again
for graphs with specific eigenstructures. It is then shown that
the eigenvector condition on the graph can be relaxed by using
similarity transforms.

Index Terms—Multirate processing, graph signals, filter banks
on graphs, aliasing on graphs, block-cyclic graphs.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we build upon the basic theory of multirate
graph systems developed in the companion paper [1] and study
M -channel filter banks on graphs. The M -channel maximally
decimated graph filter bank has the form shown in Fig. 1 where
HkpAq and FkpAq are polynomials in A, and D represents
the canonical decimator defined in [1]. As in [1]–[3] the graph
adjacency matrix A is assumed to be possibly complex and
non symmetric in general. We will see that the behavior of
such graph filter banks differs from that of classical filter
banks [4], [5] in many ways, the precise details depending
on the eigenstructure of the adjacency matrix. An outline of
the main results is given below. Needless to say, the problems
we address in this paper are inspired by the recent advances
reported in [6]–[11]. More can be found in [12]–[15].
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A. Scope and outline

In Sec. I-B we review some key equations from the com-
panion paper [1] (renumbered here as (1)–(12)). With the
graph adjacency matrix regarded as a shift operator [9], [10],
it will be shown in Sec. II-A that the graph filter bank is a
shift-variant system, although it is in general not periodically
shift-variant as in classical time domain filter banks. We then
establish the conditions on the adjacency matrix A for the
periodically shift-varying property and show that it is exactly
identical to the conditions for the existence of graph noble
identities (Theorem 2).

Then in Sec. III we consider graphs that satisfy the eigen-
vector structure of (10) (Ω-graphs). These graphs are more
general than M -block cyclic graphs, which satisfy both the
eigenvalue and eigenvector conditions of (9) and (10). For such
graphs we define band-limited graph signals and polynomial
perfect interpolation filters for decimated versions of such
signals. This allows us to develop a class of perfect recon-
struction filter banks for Ω-graphs (Theorem 4), similar to
ideal brickwall filter banks of classical sub-band coding theory.
Such graph filter bank designs are usually not practical because
the polynomial filters have order N -1 (where the graph has
N vertices and N can be very large). Furthermore these
specific filters for perfect reconstruction are very sensitive to
our knowledge of the graph eigenvalues.

In Sec. IV we develop graph filter banks on M -block cyclic
graphs (defined and studied in Sec. V of [1]). For such graphs
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are both constrained as in (9),
(10). We show that for such graphs the condition for perfect
reconstruction is very similar to the PR condition in classical
filter banks (Theorem 6). For such graphs, it is therefore
possible to design PR filter banks by starting from any classical
PR system. In particular it is possible to obtain PR systems
with arbitrarily small orders (independent of the size of the
graph) for the polynomial filters. Furthermore the PR solutions
tHkpAq, FkpAqu are not sensitive to graph eigenvalues.

In Sec. V we consider polyphase representations for graph
filter banks. This is useful to obtain alternative theoretical
representations, as well as in implementation. Unlike classical
filter banks, these polyphase representations are not always
valid. They are valid only for those graphs that satisfy the
noble identity requirements (Theorem 3 of [1]). For such
graphs, the PR condition and the alias cancellation condition
can further be expressed in terms of the analysis and synthesis
polyphase matrices if the graphs also satisfy the M -block
cyclic property (Theorems 10 and 11). Interestingly these alias
cancellation conditions are somewhat similar to the pseudo-
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circulant property developed for classical filter banks in [4].
In Sec. VI we consider frequency responses of graph filter

banks inspired by similar ideas in [8], [10]. We will see that
this concept can be meaningfully developed for filter banks on
M -cyclic graphs with all eigenvalues on the unit circle, but
not for arbitrary graphs.

Finally in Sec. VII we show that the eigenvector structure
in (10) (Ω-structure) can be relaxed simply by considering
a transformed graph based on similarity transformations. This
generalization therefore extends many of the results in this and
the companion paper [1] to more general graphs. In short, all
results that we developed for Ω-graphs (e.g., Theorems 3 and
4) generalize to arbitrary graphs. Similarly all results which we
developed for M -block cyclic graphs (e.g., Theorems 5 and
6) generalize to graphs that are subject only to the eigenvalue
constraint (9) and not the eigenvector constraint (10).

Section IX concludes the paper. This paper follows the
notation described in the companion paper [1].

B. Review from [1]

We defined M -fold graph decimation operator by the matrix

D � �
IN{M 0N{M � � � 0N{M

� P CpN{Mq�N . (1)

We then showed that the following noble identities

D HpAM q � HpsAq D, (2)
HpAM q DT � DT HpsAq, (3)

are simultaneously satisfied for all polynomial filters Hp�q if
and only if the following two equations are satisfied: A being
the adjacency matrix of the graph, AM has the form

AM �
� pAM q1,1 0

0 pAM q2,2

�
, (4)

and sA � DAM DT P MN{M , (5)

where pAM q1,1 P MN{M . We noted that the condition in (4)
is not trivial in the sense that even very simple graphs can
fail to satisfy it. We also showed that M -block cyclic graphs
satisfy the noble identity condition (4). We called a graph
(balanced) M -block cyclic when it had the form

A �

����������

0 0 0 � � � 0 AM

A1 0 0 � � � 0 0
0 A2 0 � � � 0 0

0 0 A3
. . .

...
...

...
...

...
. . . 0 0

0 0 0 � � � AM -1 0

����������
P MN , (6)

where each Aj P MN{M . For the eigenvalue decomposition
of the adjacency matrix A � V ΛV -1, when we have the
following double indexing scheme

Λ � diag
�
rλ1,1 � � �λ1,M � � � λN{M,1 � � �λN{M,M s

	
, (7)

V �
�
v1,1 � � �v1,M � � � vN{M,1 � � �vN{M,M

�
, (8)

we showed that eigenvalues and eigenvectors of M -block
cyclic graphs have the following relation

λi,j+k � wk λi,j , (9)

vi,j+k � Ωk vi,j , (10)

where
w � e�j2π{M , (11)

Ω � diag
��

1 w-1 w-2 � � � w-pM -1q�	 b IN{M . (12)

In the rest of the paper the eigenvector structure in (10) will
be referred to as the Ω-structure. A graph with eigenvectors
satisfying the condition in (10) will be referred to as an Ω-
graph. Notice that an Ω-graph can have arbitrary eigenvalues.
An M -block cyclic graph is also an Ω-graph since its eigen-
vectors have the Ω-structure. Furthermore, any circulant graph
is an Ω-graph since columns of the properly permuted DFT
matrix have the structure in (10).

II. GRAPH FILTER BANKS

In the companion paper [1], we found that multirate building
blocks defined on graphs satisfy identities similar to classical
multirate identities only under certain conditions on the adja-
cency matrix A. In the case of filter banks, even the simplest
maximally decimated filter bank (the lazy filter bank of Fig. 3
of [1]) may or may not satisfy perfect reconstruction (unlike
in the classical case). These were elaborated in Sec. II of [1].

In this section we consider filter banks in greater detail.
Fig. 1 shows a maximally decimated graph filter bank where
the analysis filters HkpAq and the synthesis filters FkpAq are
polynomials in A, and D is as in (1). In the classical case, a
maximally decimated filter bank is known to be a periodically
time-varying system unless aliasing is completely canceled, in
which case it becomes a time-invariant system. It is possible to
get a somewhat analogous property for filter banks on graphs,
but only under some conditions. In this section we first develop
these results. We then study a class of filter banks that are
analogous to ideal brickwall filters (bandlimited filter banks
in the classical case) and show that perfect reconstruction can
be achieved under some constraints on the eigen-structure of
the graph A.
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Fig. 1. An M -channel maximally decimated filter bank on a graph with
adjacency matrix A. Here HkpAq and FkpAq are polynomials in A (so
they are linear shift-invariant systems [?]). The decimation matrix D is as in
(1) with decimation ratio M . Overall response of the filter bank is denoted
as T pAq, that is, y � T pAqx.

A. Graph Filter Banks as Periodically Shift-Varying Systems

In classical filter banks where the filters are polynomials
in the shift operator z-1, the maximally decimated anal-
ysis/synthesis system is a linear periodically shift-variant

Fig. 1. An M -channel maximally decimated filter bank on a graph with
adjacency matrix A. Here HkpAq and FkpAq are polynomials in A (so
they are linear shift-invariant systems [1]). The decimation matrix D is as in
(1) with decimation ratio M . Overall response of the filter bank is denoted
as T pAq, that is, y � T pAqx.

A. Graph Filter Banks as Periodically Shift-Varying Systems

In classical filter banks where the filters are polynomials
in the shift operator z-1, the maximally decimated anal-
ysis/synthesis system is a linear periodically shift-variant
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(LPSV(M )) system (i.e., the system from x to y in Fig. 1
is LPSV). This is always true regardless of what the filter
coefficients are. In particular, if the filter coefficients are such
that this LPSV(M ) system reduces to an LTI system, then
the system can be shown to be alias-free (and vice versa) [4].
Furthermore if this LTI system is a pure delay c z-n0 then the
system has the perfect reconstruction (PR) property. Since our
main goal is to get insights into a parallel theory for graph
filter banks, we now discuss the role of the periodically shift-
varying property for graph filter banks with polynomial filters.

For the filter bank in Fig. 1, let TkpAq denote the response
of the kth channel. Therefore we have,

TkpAq � FkpAq DT D HkpAq, (13)

and the overall response from x to y is

T pAq �
M -1̧

k�0

TkpAq �
M -1̧

k�0

FkpAqDTDHkpAq. (14)

Notice that TkpAq is a linear operator. However, the DU
operator, DTD, does not commute with A in general, hence
response of the kth channel is shift-varying. That is to say,

TkpAq A � A TkpAq, (15)

for arbitrary analysis and synthesis filters. Therefore we have
proved:

Theorem 1 (Graph filter banks are shift-varying). An arbitrary
maximally decimated M -channel filter bank on an arbitrary
graph is in general a linear but shift-varying system (i.e., the
mapping from x to y in Fig. 1 is linear and shift-varying). ♦

This is similar to classical multirate theory where an arbi-
trary filter bank is a time-varying system [4]. In fact, filter
banks in the classical theory are periodically time-varying
systems with period M . This leads to the question: is the filter
bank on a graph periodically shift-varying?

In classical theory, when a system relates the in-
put xpnq to the output ypnq in the following way
ypnq � °

k anpkq xpn-kq, a linear and periodically time-
varying system with period M is defined by the defining
equation an+M pkq � anpkq in [4]. It can be shown that a linear
system satisfies this relation if and only if the following is
true: if xpnq produces output ypnq, then xpn+Mq produces
output ypn+Mq. Motivated by this, we present the following
definition.

Definition 1 (Periodically shift-varying system). A linear
system H on a graph A is said to be periodically shift-varying
with period M , LPSV(M ), if AMH � HAM . This reduces
to shift-invariance when M � 1. ♦

Using this definition, we state the following result for the
periodically shift-varying response of a maximally decimated
M -channel filter bank on graphs.

Theorem 2 (Periodically shift-varying filter banks). The graph
FB in Fig. 1 is LPSV(M ) for all choices of the polynomial
filters tHkpAq, FkpAqu, if and only if the adjacency matrix
of the graph satisfies the noble identity condition in (4). ♦

Proof: The LPSV(M ) property, by Definition 1, is equiv-
alent to

M -1̧

k�0

TkpAq AM � AM
M -1̧

k�0

TkpAq, (16)

Since TkpAq is as in (13), this is true for all polynomial filters
HkpAq and FkpAq if and only if

DTD AM � AM DTD. (17)

Partition AM as in Eq. (18) of [1], and substitute into (17).
Then the result is pAM q1,2 � 0 and pAM q2,1 � 0, which is
the same as the condition (4). Conversely, if (4) holds it is
obvious that (17) holds (because DTD is as in Eq. (13) of
[1]), so the LPSV(M ) property (16) follows.

III. GRAPH FILTER BANKS ON Ω-GRAPHS

In this section we will construct maximally decimated M -
channel filter banks with perfect reconstruction (PR) property
on Ω-graphs. These filter banks are ideal in the sense that
each channel has a particular sub-band and there is no overlap
between different channels. The key point here is that this
construction uses analysis and synthesis filters that are both
alias-free (diagonal matrices in the frequency domain accord-
ing to Def. 7 of [1]). If the filters do not have to satisfy
this restriction, then the problem of constructing PR filter
banks becomes rather trivial. (See Sec. III of [1].) In fact,
one can find low order polynomial filters by first designing
unconstrained filters (or, polynomial filters with high degree
as in [6], [12]) with PR property, then computing their low
order polynomial approximations. This approach results in a
filter bank with approximate PR property, with a trade-off
between the approximation error and the degree of the filters.
However, our approach here is to directly design alias-free
filters. Later in Sec. IV we will study how we can design low
order polynomial filters directly.

Remember that Ω-graphs do not have any constraints on
eigenvalues, however, the eigenvectors of Ω-graphs satisfy the
Ω-structure given in (10). In Sec. VII, we will show how this
constraint on eigenvectors can be removed by generalizing the
definition of the decimator D.

Remember from Eq. (68) of [1] that DU operation, DTD,
results in aliasing for an arbitrary graph signal. Nonetheless,
we can still recover the input signal from the output of DTD
if the input signal has zeros in its graph Fourier transform. To
discuss this further, we define band-limited signals on graphs
as follows:

Definition 2 (Band-limited graph signals on Ω-graphs). Let
A be the adjacency matrix of an Ω-graph with the following
eigenvalue decomposition A � V ΛV -1. A signal x on this
Ω-graph said to be kth-band-limited when its graph Fourier
transform, px � V -1x, has zeros in the following way:pxi,j � 0, 1 ¤ j ¤M, j � k, 1 ¤ i ¤ N{M, (18)

where we used the double indexing scheme similar to (7) and
(8) to denote the graph Fourier coefficients pxi,j . ♦

In the literature, there are different notions and definitions
for band-limited graph signals [16]–[20]. Under an appropriate
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re-indexing of the eigenvalues (and the eigenvectors), our
notion of kth-band-limited signal is similar to the one in [16]
with bandwidth N{M . This is consistent with our purpose of
constructing M -channel graph filter banks.

When a graph signal is kth-band-limited according to Def-
inition 2, due to Eq. (68) of [1], the output spectrum of DU
operation becomes as follows.

pyi,1 � pyi,2 � � � � � pyi,M � 1

M
pxi,k. (19)

In this case we can recover the input signal from the output
of the DU operator since only one of the aliasing frequency
components is non-zero. For this purpose, let F be a linear
filter with frequency response V -1FV � IN{M bM eke

T
k ,

where ek is the kth element of the standard basis for CM .
Then, consider the following system,

z � F DTDx. (20)

Due to Eq. (66) of [1] and the construction of F above, in the
graph Fourier domain (20) translates to the following,

pz �
�
IN{M bM eke

T
k

	�
IN{M b 1

M
11T

	 px
�

�
IN{M b ek1

T
	 px. (21)

Since px is assumed to be kth-band-limited according to
Definition 2, we get pz � px. That is, we can reconstruct the
original signal from its decimated version using the linear
reconstruction filter F .

Notice that the frequency response of F is a diagonal matrix
by its definition. Therefore F is an alias-free filter due to
Definition 7 of [1]. Furthermore, when the graph is assumed
to have distinct eigenvalues, F can be realized as a polynomial
filter due to Theorem 11 of [1]. We have therefore proved the
following theorem.

Theorem 3 (Polynomial interpolation filters for Ω-graphs).
Let A be the adjacency matrix of an Ω-graph. Let x be a
kth-band-limited signal on the graph. Then, there exists an
interpolation filter F that recovers x from Dx. When the
eigenvalues are distinct, F can be a polynomial in A, that is,
F � F pAq. ♦

The recovery of missing samples in graph signals is also
discussed in various settings [16], [21], [22].

In the following, we will discuss how we can write an
arbitrary full-band signal as a sum of kth-band-limited signals.
For this purpose, consider the following identity,

IN �
M̧

k�1

IN{M b eke
T
k . (22)

Then we can write px � °M
k�1 pxk, where

pxk � �
IN{M b eke

T
k

	px. (23)

With the construction in (23), pxk is a kth-band-limited signal.
Notice that (23) is a frequency domain relation. In the graph
signal domain, consider a linear filter Hk-1 with frequency
response xHk-1 � V -1 Hk-1 V � IN{M b eke

T
k . (24)

Then, we have x � °M
k�1 xk, where xk � Hk-1 x. Since xk

is a kth-band-limited graph signal, we can reconstruct it from
its decimated version using the interpolation filter discussed
in Theorem 3. For this purpose, let F k-1 be a linear filter with
frequency response V -1F k-1V � IN{M bM eke

T
k . We will

then have:

xk � F k-1 D
TDxk � F k-1 D

TDHk-1 x. (25)

So we have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 4 (PR filter banks on Ω-graphs). Let A be the
adjacency matrix of an Ω-graph with the following eigenvalue
decomposition A � V ΛV -1. Now consider the maximally
decimated filter bank of Fig. 1 with analysis and synthesis
filters as follows:

Hk-1�V
�
IN{M b eke

T
k

	
V -1, F k-1�M Hk-1 (26)

for 1 ¤ k ¤ M . This is a perfect reconstruction system, that
is, T pAqx � x for all graph signals x. When the eigenvalues
are distinct, Hk’s can be designed to be polynomials in A,
that is, Hk-1 � Hk-1pAq. ♦

Notice that the frequency response of each filter, (26), has
N{M nonzero values. These are similar to “ideal” band-
limited filters (with bandwidth 2π{M ) in classical theory. In
classical filter bank theory it is well known that an M -channel
maximally decimated filter bank has perfect reconstruction if
the filters are ideal “brickwall” filters chosen as

Hkpejωq �
#

1, 2πk{M ¤ ω ¤ 2πpk+1q{M,

0, otherwise,
(27)

and Fkpejωq �M Hkpejωq. The result of Theorem 4 for graph
filter banks is analogous to that classical result. Notice that
in classical theory, ideal filters have infinite duration impulse
responses, whereas the graph filters are polynomials in A with
at most N taps.

Figure 2(a) shows the details of one channel of the brickwall
analysis bank, and Fig. 2(b) shows the corresponding channel
of the synthesis bank. The analysis filters have the form
Hk � V SkV

-1 where V -1 is the graph Fourier transform
matrix and Sk � IN{M b eke

T
k is a diagonal matrix (band

selector) which retains N{M outputs of V -1 and sets the rest
to zero. For example if N�6 and M�3 the three selector
matrices are

S1�

��������
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

��������,S2�

��������
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

��������,S3�

��������
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

��������,
(28)

Once the appropriate outputs of the kth band have been
selected, the matrix V in Hk is used to convert the subband
signal back to the “graph vertex domain.” (This is similar to
implementing the filtering operation in the frequency domain
and taking inverse Fourier transform to come back to time
domain.) This graph domain subband signal is then decimated
by D. For reconstruction, the synthesis filter F k is similarly
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Fig. 2. (a) The kth channel of a graph filter bank, and (b) details of this
channel when the filters are brickwall filters as defined in Theorem 4.

used. Thus, the implementation of the brick wall filter bank
is not merely a matter of using the graph Fourier operator
V -1, it also involves band selection, inverse transformation,
and decimation. Since V -1 is common to all analysis filters, it
contributes to a complexity of N2 multiplications. The band
selector Sk, and the matrices V and D can be combined
and implemented with pN{Mq2 multiplications for each k,
so there is a total of N2{M multiplications for this part.
So the decimated analysis bank has complexity of about
N2�N2{M which is OpN2q. Once again, by approximating
these brickwall filters with polynomial filters with order L we
can reduce the complexity to NL. (See Fig. 7 of [1].)

The perfect reconstruction result in Theorem 4 is restricted
to Ω-graphs. However this restriction can be removed by
applying a similarity transformation to the graph as described
later in Sec. VII.

As a final remark, filters in (26) are not unique in the sense
that we can design different filters and still have T pAq � I in
the filter bank.

IV. GRAPH FILTER BANKS ON M -BLOCK CYCLIC GRAPHS

In Theorem 4 aliasing was totally suppressed in each
channel by the use of ideal filters (26), which explains why
the filter polynomials had order N -1. But if we resort to
cancellation of aliasing among different channels, it is less
restrictive on the filters. While this idea is not easy to develop
for arbitrary graphs, the theory can be developed under some
further assumptions on the graph, namely that A be M -block
cyclic as we shall see. We will see that such filter banks
have many advantages compared to those given by Theorem 4,
which does not use the M -block cyclic assumption and applies
to more general class of Ω-graphs.

As shown in Theorem 4 of [1], M -block cyclic graphs sat-
isfy the noble identity condition in (4). Therefore, Theorem 2
shows that a maximally decimated M -channel filter bank on
an M -block cyclic graph is a periodically shift-varying system
with period M . This can be interpreted as aliasing when
the graph A is diagonalizable (Theorem 10 and Fig. 10 of
[1]). As in the classical case, it is possible to cancel out
aliasing components arising from different channels, and in
fact, achieve perfect reconstruction, that is, T pAq � An for

some integer n as we shall see. 1 We begin by proving the
following result:

Theorem 5 (PR filter banks on M -block cyclic graphs).
Consider the graph filter bank of Fig. 1 and assume that
the adjacency matrix of the graph is diagonalizable M -block
cyclic. With no further restrictions on the graph, the system
has perfect reconstruction if and only if

M -1̧

k�0

FkpλqHkpwl λq �M λn δplq, (29)

for some n, for all λ P C, and for all l in 0 ¤ l ¤M -1, where
δp�q is the discrete Dirac function. ♦

Proof: The overall response of the system in Fig. 1 can
be written as

T pAq �
M -1̧

k�0

FkpAq DTD HkpAq,

� 1

M

M -1̧

l�0

M -1̧

k�0

FkpAq Ωl HkpAq, (30)

where we have used Eq. (58) of [1]. For simplicity, define:

SlpAq �
M -1̧

k�0

FkpAq Ωl HkpAq. (31)

Therefore, the response of the system is:

T pAq � 1

M

�
S0pAqloomoon

Polynomial

�S1pAq � � � � � SM -1pAqloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
Alias components

�
. (32)

Notice that S0pAq is the sum of products of polynomials in
A, therefore it is also a polynomial in A, hence it is alias-free
since A is assumed to be diagonalizable in [1]. However, for
l ¥ 1, there exists Ωl term in each SlpAq in (31), which does
not commute with A in general. As a result SlpAq is not shift-
invariant and results in aliasing (Theorem 10 of [1]). Perfect
reconstruction T pAq � An can be achieved by imposing:

S0pAq �M An,
M -1̧

l�1

SlpAq � 0. (33)

The second equation above is the alias cancellation condition.
Using the eigenvalue decomposition of the adjacency matrix,
A � V ΛV -1, the first condition in (33) reduces to:

V

�
M -1̧

k�0

FkpΛq HkpΛq
�
V -1 �M V ΛnV -1. (34)

Since Λ is a diagonal matrix consisting of eigenvalues, this
can be further simplified to

M -1̧

k�0

Fkpλi,jq Hkpλi,jq �M λni,j , (35)

for all eigenvalues, λi,j , of the adjacency matrix A.

1In analogy with classical filter banks where T pzq � z-n signifies the
PR property, we take T pAq � An to be the PR property. But this makes
practical sense only in situations where A is invertible so that the distortion
An can be canceled.
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Now consider the second condition in (33). With the eigen-
value decomposition, it reduces to

M -1̧

l�1

M -1̧

k�0

FkpΛq V -1 Ωl V HkpΛq � 0. (36)

Since A is M -block cyclic, it satisfies the eigenvector structure
in (10). So we can use Eq. (63) of [1] and re-write (36) as:

M -1̧

l�1

M -1̧

k�0

FkpΛq Πl HkpΛq � 0. (37)

Notice that the permutation matrix Πl is defined as the lth

power of the cyclic matrix of size M (Eq. (64) of [1]). Since
the supports of Cl1

M and Cl2
M have no common index for

different l1 and l2, supports of Πl1 and Πl2 will also have
no common index. Furthermore, due to Λ being a diagonal
matrix, the support of the term FkpΛqΠlHkpΛq will be the
same as the support of Πl. Combining both arguments, we
can say that (37) holds if and only if the inner sum is zero for
each l, that is,

M -1̧

k�0

FkpΛq Πl HkpΛq � 0, @ l P t1, � � � ,M -1u. (38)

Since Λ is a diagonal matrix with the ordering scheme in
(7), the permutation Πl circularly shifts each eigenvalue of an
eigenfamily. Hence, (38) is equivalent to:

M -1̧

k�0

Fkpλi,j+lq Hkpλi,jq � 0, (39)

for all 1 ¤ l ¤M -1. Since A is M -block cyclic, eigenvalues
of A satisfy (9). Then (39) can be written as:

M -1̧

k�0

Fkpλi,j+lq HkpwM -l λi,j+lq � 0. (40)

By changing the index variables, (40) can be simplified as
follows:

M -1̧

k�0

Fkpλi,jq Hkpwl λi,jq � 0, (41)

for all 1 ¤ l ¤M -1 and for all eigenvalues, λi,j , of the
adjacency matrix A. Combining (35) and (41), if the filter
bank in Fig. 1 provides PR, (29) should be satisfied for all
eigenvalues of A. Since we want PR independent of the graph,
(29) should be satisfied for all λ P C. Hence, it is a necessary
condition.

Conversely, assume that the filters satisfy (29), hence (35)
and (41) are satisfied. Since the graph is assumed to be
diagonalizable M -block cyclic, (35) and (41) are equivalent to
(33). Therefore, the overall response of the filter bank is An,
where n satisfies (35). So the filter bank has the PR property.

It is quite interesting to observe that the condition (29) on
the graph filters is the same as the PR condition in classical
multirate theory. We state this equivalence in the following
theorem.

Theorem 6 (PR condition equivalence). A set of polynomials,
tHkpλq, Fkpλqu, provides PR in maximally decimated M -
channel FB on all M -block cyclic graphs with diagonalizable
adjacency matrix if and only if tHkpzq, Fkpzqu provides PR
in the classical maximally decimated M -channel FB. ♦

Proof: The PR condition (29) is the same as the PR
condition for the classical maximally decimated M -channel
filter bank [4].

At the moment of this writing, we do not have examples of
graphs other than M -block cyclic for which such results can
be developed. At the expense of restraining the eigenvalues of
the adjacency matrix to have the structure in (9), Theorem 5
offers three significant benefits compared to construction of
PR filter banks on Ω-graphs discussed in Sec. III.

First of all, (29) puts a condition on the filter coefficients
independent of the graph as long as the graph is M -block
cyclic with diagonalizable adjacency matrix. A change in the
adjacency matrix does not affect the PR property. As a result,
the response of the overall graph filter bank is robust to
ambiguities in the adjacency matrix.

Secondly, eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix A do not
need to be distinct since the condition solely depends on the
filter coefficients.

Lastly, filter banks on M -block cyclic graphs are legitimate
generalization of the classical multirate theory to graph signals
due to Theorem 6. In order to design PR filter banks on an M -
block cyclic graph, we can use any algorithm developed in the
classical multirate theory [4], [23]. As an example, consider
the following set of polynomials,

H0pλq � 5+2λ+λ3+2λ4+λ5, F0pλq � 3λ3-2λ4+λ5, (42)

H1pλq � 2+λ+2λ3+4λ4+2λ5, F1pλq � -8λ3+ 5λ4-2λ5,

H2pλq � λ3+2λ4+λ5, F2pλq � 1+13λ3-8λ4+3λ5.

In classical theory, this is a 3-channel PR filter bank
[4]. Notice that these polynomials satisfy (29) with n � 5.
Therefore, overall response of the filter bank constructed with
the polynomials in (42) on any 3-block cyclic graph will be
T pAq � A5.

For a randomly generated adjacency matrix of a 3-block
cyclic graph, channel responses of the filter bank utilizing the
filters in (42) are shown in Fig. 3. Response of each channel
has non-zero blocks with large values in it (relative to the
overall response of the FB), which results in large alias terms.
Notice that some blocks of the channel responses cancel out
each other exactly so that overall response, T pAq, is equal to
A5 (up to numerical precision) as seen from Fig. 3(f).

V. POLYPHASE REPRESENTATIONS

In [1], for any given polynomial filter HpAq on any graph
A, we wrote its Type-1 polyphase representation as

HpAq �
M -1̧

l�0

Al ElpAM q, (43)

and its Type-2 polyphase decomposition as

HpAq �
M -1̧

l�0

AM -1-l RlpAM q, (44)
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Fig. 3. (a) Adjacency matrix of a 3-block cyclic graph of size 210 with
randomly generated complex edge weights. Response of (b) the zeroth
channel, (c) the first channel, (d) the second channel of 3-channel FB in
Fig. 1 on graph given in (a). (e) is the overall response of the FB. (f) is the
difference between T pAq and A5. All figures show the element-wise absolute
values of the matrices.

where Ekp�q’s and Rkp�q’s are polynomials.
For the polyphase implementation of the filter bank in

Fig. 1, we decompose the analysis filters using Type-1
polyphase structure in (43) and synthesis filters with Type-2
decomposition in (44). Then we have,

HkpAq�
M -1̧

l�0

AlEk,lpAM q, FkpAq�
M -1̧

l�0

AM -1-lRl,kpAM q.
(45)

Using the polyphase implementation of decimation and inter-
polation filters given in Eq. (34) and Eq. (35) of [1] (they
are described schematically in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 of [1],
respectively), we can define the polyphase component matrices
as follows:�

EpsAq�
i,j
�Ei-1,j-1psAq, �

RpsAq�
i,j
�Ri-1,j-1psAq, (46)

for 1 ¤ i, j ¤M where EpsAq P MN is the polyphase matrix
for the analysis filters, RpsAq P MN is the polyphase matrix
for the synthesis filters, and sA is the adjusted shift operator
given in (5). Notice that each block pEpsAqqi,j and pRpsAqqi,j
is a polynomial in sA, whereas overall polyphase matrices
EpsAq and RpsAq are not polynomials in sA.

Using the polyphase matrices defined in (46), we can
implement the filter bank in Fig. 1 as in Fig. 4(a). This can
be redrawn as in Fig. 4(b) where P psAq � RpsAqEpsAq. Due
to partitioning of the polyphase component matrices in (46),
we have the following result for the partitions of P psAq:

pP psAqqi,j �
M -1̧

k�0

Ri-1,kpsAq Ek,j-1psAq. (47)

Notice that polyphase transfer matrix provides the polyphase
implementation of the filter bank in Fig. 1, only if the graph
satisfies the noble identity condition in (4). Summarizing, we
have proved:

Theorem 7 (Polyphase implementation of a filter bank). On a
graph with the adjacency matrix satisfying the noble identity
condition (4), the maximally decimated M -channel FB given
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Using the polyphase implementation of decimation and inter-
polation filters given in Eq. (??) and Eq. (??) of [1] (they
are described schematically in Fig. ?? and Fig. ?? of [1],
respectively), we can define the polyphase component matrices
as follows:�
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i,j
�Ei-1,j-1psAq, �

RpsAq�
i,j
�Ri-1,j-1psAq, (46)

for 1 ¤ i, j ¤M where EpsAq P MN is the polyphase matrix
for the analysis filters, RpsAq P MN is the polyphase matrix
for the synthesis filters, and sA is the adjusted shift operator
given in (5). Notice that each block pEpsAqqi,j and pRpsAqqi,j
is a polynomial in sA, whereas overall polyphase matrices
EpsAq and RpsAq are not polynomials in sA.

Using the polyphase matrices defined in (46), we can
implement the filter bank in Fig. 1 as in Fig. 4(a). This can
be redrawn as in Fig. 4(b) where P psAq � RpsAqEpsAq. Due
to partitioning of the polyphase component matrices in (46),
we have the following result for the partitions of P psAq:

pP psAqqi,j �
M -1̧

k�0

Ri-1,kpsAq Ek,j-1psAq. (47)

Notice that polyphase transfer matrix provides the polyphase
implementation of the filter bank in Fig. 1, only if the graph
satisfies the noble identity condition in (4). Summarizing, we
have proved:

Theorem 7 (Polyphase implementation of a filter bank). On a
graph with the adjacency matrix satisfying the noble identity
condition (4), the maximally decimated M -channel FB given
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Fig. 4. (a) Polyphase representation of the maximally decimated M -channel
filter bank in Fig. 1 on a graph with the adjacency matrix A that satisfies the
noble identity condition (4). (b) Combined representation of the polyphase
matrices. The decimation matrix D is as in (1) and the polyphase transfer
matrix is given in (47). sA is as in (5).

in Fig. 1 has the polyphase implementation given in Fig. 4(a)-
(b) where polyphase transfer matrix, P psAq, is as in (47), andsA is the adjusted shift operator given in (5). ♦

Since M -block cyclic matrices satisfy the noble identity
condition (4), the polyphase representation of Fig. 4 is valid
for graph filter banks on M -block cyclic graphs. However, M -
block cyclic property is not necessary for this. The condition
(4) is enough.

In Sec. III, we showed that it is possible to construct PR
filter banks on Ω-graphs. In order to talk about polyphase
implementation of such filter banks, we need to characterize
the set of graph matrices A that satisfy both the noble identity
condition in (4) and have the Ω-structure in (10). From
Theorem ?? and Theorem ?? of [1], we know that M -block
cyclic graphs with diagonalizable adjacency matrices belong
to that set. It is interesting to observe that any matrix that
belongs to this set is similar to an M -block cyclic graph. We
state this fact in the following theorem whose proof is given
in Sec. ?? of the supplementary document [24].

Theorem 8 (The noble identity condition and the eigenvector
structure). Let A have distinct eigenvalues with the eigenvalue
decomposition A � V ΛV -1. If A satisfies the noble identity
condition in (4) and has the Ω-structure in (10), then A is
similar to an M -block cyclic matrix. More precisely, there
exists a permutation matrix Π such that

�
V Π

�
Λ
�
V Π

�-1
is

M -block cyclic. ♦

A. Alias-free and PR Property for M -Block Cyclic Graphs

Returning to Fig. 4 for the polyphase representation of a
graph filter bank, we now provide a sufficient condition on
P psAq for the PR property on M -block cyclic graphs. This is
an extension of a similar condition (P pzq � I) that guarantees
PR in classical filter banks [4].
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Using the polyphase implementation of decimation and inter-
polation filters given in Eq. (??) and Eq. (??) of [1] (they
are described schematically in Fig. ?? and Fig. ?? of [1],
respectively), we can define the polyphase component matrices
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for the analysis filters, RpsAq P MN is the polyphase matrix
for the synthesis filters, and sA is the adjusted shift operator
given in (5). Notice that each block pEpsAqqi,j and pRpsAqqi,j
is a polynomial in sA, whereas overall polyphase matrices
EpsAq and RpsAq are not polynomials in sA.

Using the polyphase matrices defined in (46), we can
implement the filter bank in Fig. 1 as in Fig. 4(a). This can
be redrawn as in Fig. 4(b) where P psAq � RpsAqEpsAq. Due
to partitioning of the polyphase component matrices in (46),
we have the following result for the partitions of P psAq:
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Notice that polyphase transfer matrix provides the polyphase
implementation of the filter bank in Fig. 1, only if the graph
satisfies the noble identity condition in (4). Summarizing, we
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in Fig. 1 has the polyphase implementation given in Fig. 4(a)-
(b) where polyphase transfer matrix, P psAq, is as in (47), andsA is the adjusted shift operator given in (5). ♦

Since M -block cyclic matrices satisfy the noble identity
condition (4), the polyphase representation of Fig. 4 is valid
for graph filter banks on M -block cyclic graphs. However, M -
block cyclic property is not necessary for this. The condition
(4) is enough.

In Sec. III, we showed that it is possible to construct PR
filter banks on Ω-graphs. In order to talk about polyphase
implementation of such filter banks, we need to characterize
the set of graph matrices A that satisfy both the noble identity
condition in (4) and have the Ω-structure in (10). From
Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 of [1], we know that M -block
cyclic graphs with diagonalizable adjacency matrices belong
to that set. It is interesting to observe that any matrix that
belongs to this set is similar to an M -block cyclic graph. We
state this fact in the following theorem whose proof is given
in Sec. I of the supplementary document [24].

Theorem 8 (The noble identity condition and the eigenvector
structure). Let A have distinct eigenvalues with the eigenvalue
decomposition A � V ΛV -1. If A satisfies the noble identity
condition in (4) and has the Ω-structure in (10), then A is
similar to an M -block cyclic matrix. More precisely, there
exists a permutation matrix Π such that

�
V Π

�
Λ
�
V Π

�-1
is

M -block cyclic. ♦

A. Alias-free and PR Property for M -Block Cyclic Graphs

Returning to Fig. 4 for the polyphase representation of a
graph filter bank, we now provide a sufficient condition on
P psAq for the PR property on M -block cyclic graphs. This is
an extension of a similar condition (P pzq � I) that guarantees
PR in classical filter banks [4].
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Theorem 9 (Sufficiency condition for PR in polyphase filter
banks on M -block cyclic graphs). Consider the polyphase
implementation of a maximally decimated M -channel filter
bank in Fig. 4(b), and assume that the adjacency matrix of
the graph, A, is M -block cyclic. The system has PR property
if the polyphase transfer matrix has the following form:

P psAq � IM b sAm
, (48)

for some non-negative integer m, and sA is as in (5). ♦
Proof: Assume that P psAq has the form in (48). Then,

overall response of the filter bank in Fig. 4(b) is written as:

T pAq �
M -1̧

k�0

AM -1-kDT sAm
DAk,

�
M -1̧

k�0

AM -1-kDT DAMmAk, (49)

�
�
M -1̧

k�0

AM -1-kDT DAk

�
AMm,

� AM -1+Mm, (50)

where we use the first noble identity (2) in (49) and the lazy
FB PR property Eq. (31) of [1] in (50), since M -block cyclic
matrices satisfy both of these properties.

Notice that when we let m � 0 in Theorem 9, we get
P psAq � IN which corresponds to the lazy filter bank struc-
ture given in Fig. 3(b) of [1]. This observation agrees with the
result given by Theorem 4 of [1] for M -block cyclic graphs.

For the most complete characterization of the PR property
on M -block cyclic graphs, we provide the following result,
whose proof is provided in Sec. II of the supplementary
document [24].

Theorem 10 (PR polyphase filter banks on M -block cyclic
graphs). Consider the polyphase implementation of a max-
imally decimated M -channel filter bank in Fig. 4(b), and
assume that the adjacency matrix of the graph, A, is an
invertible M -block cyclic matrix. The system has PR property
if and only if the polyphase transfer matrix has the following
form:

P psAq �
�
IM b sAm

	�
0 IM -n b IN{M

In b sA 0

�
, (51)

for some integers m, n with 0 ¤ n ¤M -1. sA is as in (5). ♦
When we waive the perfect reconstruction property and ask

for an alias-free response, we get a more relaxed condition on
the polyphase transfer matrix. The following theorem states
the necessary condition for this case. This is a generalization
of the classical pseudocirculant condition for alias cancellation
[4] to graph filter banks.

Theorem 11 (Alias-free polyphase filter banks on M -block
cyclic graphs). Consider the polyphase implementation of a
maximally decimated M -channel filter bank in Fig. 4(b), and
assume that the adjacency matrix of the graph, A, is M -
block cyclic with distinct eigenvalues. The system has alias-
free property if and only if the polyphase transfer matrix has

the following pseudo-block-circulant form:

P psAq �

�����
P0psAq P1psAq � � � PM -1psAqsAPM -1psAq P0psAq � � � PM -2psAq

...
. . .

. . .
...sAP1psAq sAP2psAq � � � P0psAq

����� . (52)

♦
Proof: Assume that the overall response of the filter bank

is alias-free, and the graph has distinct eigenvalues. Then,
due to Theorem 11 of [1], the response of the filter bank is
a polynomial filter. By re-indexing the coefficients, we can
decompose the polynomial response as follows:

T pAq �
N{M -1¸
m�0

M -1̧

k�0

αm,k AM -1+Mm+k. (53)

Since T pAq is a linear combination of PR systems, using
Theorem 10 and linearity, we can write the polyphase transfer
matrix that corresponds to (53) in the following way:

P psAq�
N{M -1¸
m�0

M -1̧

k�0

αm,k

�
0 IM -k b sAm

Ik b sAm+1
0

�
looooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon

pseudo-block-circulant

. (54)

By inspection, we can see that the block-matrix in (54) is
a pseudo-block-circulant matrix. Since a linear combination
of pseudo-block-circulant matrices is also a pseudo-block-
circulant, the polyphase transfer matrix has the form in (52)
for some polynomials.

Conversely, if the matrix P psAq has the form in (52),
then we can decompose it as in (54) for some set of αm,k.
Therefore, due to Theorem 10, the overall response of the filter
bank is a linear combination of perfect reconstruction systems.
It is therefore alias-free.

B. Importance of Polyphase Representations for Graph Filter
Banks

We know that the polyphase implementation in Fig. 4
is valid as long as the conditions (4) and (5) for no-
ble identities are satisfied. Here each polyphase component
Ek,lpsAq P MN{M is a polynomial in the matrix Ā:

Ek,lpĀq � ek,lp0q I � ek,lp1q sA� � � � � ek,lpKq sAK
, (55)

where sA � DAMDT as in (5), and K � L{M . (L is the
order of the filters in Fig 1.) Assuming that sA is sparse and
can be implemented with negligible overhead, the complexity
for Ek,lpsAq (implemented similar to Fig. 7 of [1]) is about
pL{MqpN{Mq so that the entire polyphase matrix with M2

such submatrices has complexity LN , identical to the non
polyphase implementation of polynomial filter banks (with
each filter implemented as in Fig. 7 of [1]). In fact even if A
is sparse, the matrix Ā � DAMDT is in general not. So the
polyphase implementation may even have higher complexity
than direct implementation of polynomial filters as in Fig. 7
of [1]. Thus, while in classical filter banks the polyphase
implementation reduces the number of multiplications per unit
time, there is no such advantage in graph filter banks.
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Then the question is, what is the advantage of the polyphase
representation of Fig. 4 for graph filter banks? The answer lies
in the design phase rather than the complexity of implementa-
tion. To explain, suppose we want to optimize the polynomial
analysis filters to achieve certain properties of the decimated
subband signals tx0,x1, . . .u (e.g., sparsity), by using some
apriori information on the statistics of the graph signal x. If
we do this directly by optimizing the multipliers hkpnq in
the structure of Fig. 7 of [1] then it is not easy to constraint
these coefficients (during optimization) such that there will
exist a perfect reconstruction polynomial synthesis filter bank
tFkpAqu. But if we optimize the coefficients ek,lpnq of the
polynomials (55), then it can be shown that as long as the
equivalent classical polynomial matrix

Epzq�

�����
E0,0pzq E0,1pzq . . . E0,M -1pzq
E1,0pzq E1,1pzq . . . E1,M -1pzq

...
...

. . .
...

EM -1,0pzq EM -1,1pzq . . . EM -1,M -1pzq

����� (56)

has a polynomial inverse Rpzq (i.e., FIR inverse), there will
exist a polynomial graph synthesis bank tFkpAqu with perfect
reconstruction property. Now, the construction of classical
polynomial matrices Epzq with polynomial inverses Rpzq is a
well studied problem in filter bank theory and includes special
families such as FIR paraunitary matrices, FIR unimodular
matrices and so forth [4]. So, we can take advantage of
the results from classical literature to design optimal graph
filter banks that suit specific signal statistics, if we use the
polyphase representation of Fig. 4 in the design process. The
implementation of each filter in the bank could later be done
directly using Fig. 7 of [1], which is more economical.

VI. FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS

In order to quantitatively interpret the amount of fluctuation
of a signal, the total variation of the signal x on a graph with
the adjacency matrix A is defined as [10]:

Spxq � }x�Ax}1, (57)

where it is assumed that the adjacency matrix is normalized
such that the maximum eigenvalue has a unit magnitude [10].
With the definition in (57), the frequency of an eigenvector v
with the corresponding eigenvalue λ becomes

Spvq � |1 � λ|, (58)

where all the eigenvectors are assumed to be scaled such that
they have unit `1 norm.

When the eigenvalues are real, from (58) it is clear that
two eigenvectors with distinct eigenvalues cannot have the
same amount of total variation. Hence, distinct eigenvalues
imply distinct total variations, and vice versa. However, for
complex eigenvalues this implication does not hold. As a
simple example consider two distinct complex eigenvalues
λ1 � p?2-1q{?2 and λ2 � 1{2+j{2. Clearly λ1 � λ2, yet
we have Spv1q � Spv2q.

The problem with complex eigenvalues arises when we
want to describe the frequency domain behavior of a poly-
nomial filter, Hpλq. How the filter suppresses or amplifies

eigenvectors according to their total variation determines the
characteristics. When there are complex eigenvalues, a filter
may respond differently to eigenvectors with the same total
variation. More precisely, we may have |Hpλ1q| � |Hpλ2q|
even when Spv1q � Spv2q. As a result, we may not even be
able to define the behavior of the filter (low-pass, high-pass
etc.). Therefore, filters cannot be designed independent of the
graph spectrum when the spectrum has complex values.

The question we ask here is as follows: under what condi-
tions can we design filters with meaningful behavior for all
graphs that satisfy such conditions? One obvious answer is the
case of real eigenvalues since Spv1q � Spv2q implies λ1 � λ2,
hence |Hpλ1q| � |Hpλ2q|. As a result, a filter behaves in the
same way for all graphs with real eigenvalues.

For the complex case, we cannot answer the question in
the general sense for the time being. Nonetheless, when we
constrain the eigenvalues to be on the unit circle, we have the
following result.

Theorem 12 (Magnitude response of a polynomial filter,
and unit-modulus eigenvalues). Let Hpλq be a polynomial
filter with real coefficients. Then Hpλq has a well-defined
magnitude response w.r.t. the total variation for all graphs
with diagonalizable adjacency matrices with unit modulus
eigenvalues. ♦

Proof: Let eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix be on the
unit circle. Then we have λ � e�j θ for some 0 ¤ θ   2π.
Then, the total variation in (58) reduces to

Spvq � |1 � e�j θ| � 2 | sinpθ{2q|. (59)

Due to symmetry of (59), eigenvectors will have the same
total variation if and only if the corresponding eigenvalues are
conjugate pairs. Assume that Hpλq is a polynomial filter with
real coefficients. Then, its magnitude response will have the
conjugate symmetry, which is to say |Hpλq| � |Hpλ�q|, for all
|λ| � 1. As a result, even though the same total variation may
correspond to a conjugate eigenvalue pair, those eigenvalues
will be mapped to the same magnitude. Hence, magnitude
response of the filter with respect to the total variation will
be well-defined and remain the same for all graphs with unit
modulus eigenvalues.

A drawback of (59) is the non-linearity of it in terms of
the phase angle. We will demonstrate this in the following
example. Consider the filter bank coefficients provided in
Table 6.5.1 on page 318 of [4]. These analysis filters are
optimized for perfect reconstruction in 3-channel filter banks
in the classical multirate theory with synthesis filters having
the following coefficients fk,l � hk,14-l [4]. Furthermore, they
are designed such that each filter allows only one uniform
sub-band to pass. That is, Hkpzq passes frequencies in the
range |ω| P rπk{3 πpk+1q{3s. Their magnitude responses are
shown in Fig. 5(a). When all the eigenvalues of A are on the
unit circle, we can quantify the magnitude response of each
analysis filter w.r.t. the total variation due to Theorem 12.
However, the pass bands of H0pAq, H1pAq and H2pAq in
the total variation are r0, 1s, r1, ?3s and r?3, 2s, respectively.
They are visualized in Fig. 5(b).
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Fig. 5. Magnitude response of the filters given in Table 6.5.1 of [4]. (a) is
the magnitude response in the classical theory. (b) is the magnitude response
w.r.t. the total variation in (58).

It is important to notice that magnitude responses of the
graph filters shown in Fig. 5(b) do not explicitly depend on
the eigenvalues of the graph as long as they are on the unit
circle. Even repeated eigenvalues are tolerated. Furthermore,
magnitude response and the length of the filters are unrelated
with the size of the graph. This makes the system robust to
ambiguities in the graph. Remember that for a given specific
graph with distinct eigenvalues, we can always construct
polynomial filters with the desired magnitude response using
Eq. (71) of [1]. However, those filters are unique to that
specific graph and quite sensitive to imperfections in the
eigenvalues.

Notice that for a maximally decimated filter bank as in
Fig. 1, having the PR property and having a well-defined
magnitude response are two different concepts, and they do
not imply each other. To see this, consider the polynomials in
(42). When the adjacency matrix is diagonalizable M -block
cyclic, those polynomials provide PR on the filter bank. Yet,
they may have a different frequency behavior w.r.t. the total
variation for different M -block cyclic graphs. Conversely, we
may select the filters with real coefficients. Then, for graphs
with unit modulus eigenvalues, we have a graph independent
characteristics due to Theorem 12. Yet, we cannot expect them
to provide the PR property. Therefore, we reach the following
conclusion: even if we assume unit-magnitude eigenvalues in
the adjacency matrix, filters given in Table 6.5.1 of [4] do
not provide perfect reconstruction on the filter bank. When
we further assume that the graph is 3-block cyclic, only
then 3-channel filter bank on the graph provides perfect
reconstruction with each channel allowing only a sub-band
of the total variation spectrum. Moreover, the characteristics
of the graph filter bank, PR and magnitude response, will be
independent of the actual values of the eigenvalues and the
size of the graph, provided that they satisfy the conditions.

The above results show that we can have robust filter
banks with practical use for signals on M -block cyclic graphs
with eigenvalues having unit magnitude. More importantly,
design of such multirate graph systems is not an issue. Due
to Theorem 6 and Theorem 12, any algorithm developed
for classical signal processing will serve the purpose. We
summarize this observation in the following theorem.

Theorem 13 (PR graph filter banks with well-defined mag-
nitude response). Consider the graph filter bank of Fig. 1,
and assume that the adjacency matrix of the graph is diag-

onalizable M -block cyclic with unit magnitude eigenvalues.
If the analysis and the synthesis filters satisfy (29) with real
polynomial coefficients, then, the filter bank provides perfect
reconstruction, and each channel has a well-defined magnitude
response w.r.t. total variation spectra. ♦

As an application of Theorem 13, consider the cyclic graph
CN . Due to Fact 4 of [1], CN is an M -block cyclic graph.
Furthermore, its eigenvalues are in the form of λk � e�j2πk{N

for 0 ¤ k ¤ N -1, hence |λk| � 1. As a result, Theorem 13
applies to CN . Remember that, when the adjacency matrix is
CN , graph signal processing reduces to the classical theory
[9]. This observation shows that Theorem 13 agrees with the
classical multirate theory and generalizes it to the graph case
with some restrictions on the graph.

VII. REMOVING THE NEED FOR Ω-STRUCTURE

In [1], we started with the canonical definition of the
decimator as in (1) and extended the classical multirate signal
processing theory to graphs. Even though we were able to
generalize a number of concepts from classical theory to
graph signals, many of the results require A to be an Ω-
graph. In this section we will show that this requirement can
be relaxed completely under the mild assumption that A be
diagonalizable. The basic idea is to work with a similarity-
transformed graph matrix rA � QAQ-1 where Q is chosen
such that rA has the Ω-structure as in (10). We will see that this
is always possible. However such a transformation changes the
underlying Fourier basis. Therefore, the matrix Q should be
selected carefully, as we will do throughout this section. Given
the original graph signal x we will then define a modified
signal rx � Qx (60)

and use the modified filter bank tHkprAq, FkprAqu with canon-
ical decimator (1) to process it (see Fig. 6(a)). Then the filter
bank output ry is transformed back to y � Q-1ry.

The filter bank tHkprAq, FkprAqu sandwiched between Q
and Q-1 operates on the modified graph rA, which satisfies the
eigenvector structure (10). Also, it uses the standard canonical
decimator. So, many of the results developed in earlier sections
are applicable. We will show that the complete system from x
to y in Fig. 6(a) is equivalent to the graph filter bank system
shown in Fig. 6(b), which operates on the original graph.
Notice carefully that the canonical decimator and expander
have been replaced in this system by a new decimator and
expander (to be defined below in (63)).

The most important point is that the new filter bank
tHkprAq, FkppAqu that transforms rx to ry and the original
filter bank that transforms x to y have the following close
relationship, as we shall show:
1) The filters tHkprAq, FkprAqu are polynomials in rA if and

only if the original filters tHkpAq, FkpAqu are polynomials
in A.

2) The filter bank tHkprAq, FkprAqu is a perfect reconstruction
system on the graph rA if and only if the original filter bank
tHkpAq, FkpAqu is a perfect reconstruction system on the
graph A.
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3) Assuming that the diagonalizable graph A has distinct
eigenvalues, the filter bank tHkprAq, FkprAqu is alias-free
on the graph rA if and only if the original filter bank
tHkpAq, FkpAqu is alias-free on the graph A.

4) With the input-output map of the filter bank with gener-
alized decimator and expander denoted as TGpAq and the
transformed map as T prAq, they are related as in Fig. 6(c)-
6(d), that is,

TGpAq � Q-1 T prAq Q. (61)

Notice that relations in 1, 2, and 3 follow from the following
identity, which holds true for any invertible Q and for any
polynomial Hp�q (Theorem 6.2.9 of [25]):

HpAq � Q-1HprAqQ. (62)

Here rA � QAQ-1.
The relation in 4 follows from the following theorem.

Theorem 14 (Generalized filter banks). Let A be a diago-
nalizable adjacency matrix with the eigenvalue decomposition
A � V ΛV -1. Let E be an invertible matrix with the Ω-
structure (10) on its columns. Set the similarity transform
as Q � EV -1. Hence rA � QAQ-1. Define the generalized
decimator rD and the generalized expander rU asrD � DQ � DEV -1, rU � Q-1DT � V E-1DT . (63)

Then, a FB tHkprAq, FkprAqu on rA that uses the canoni-
cal decimator and expander, Fig. 6(a), is equivalent to the
generalized FB tHkpAq, FkpAqu on A that uses generalized
decimator and expander, Fig. 6(b). Here the term “equivalent”
means that the input-output behaviors are related as in (61).
♦

Proof: Let tHkpAq, FkpAqu be the generalized FB on A
that uses the generalized decimator and expander. Then

TGpAq �
M -1̧

k�0

FkpAq rU rDHkpAq, (64)

�
M -1̧

k�0

Q-1QFkpAqQ-1DTDQHkpAqQ-1Q, (65)

� Q-1
M -1̧

k�0

FkprAqDT DHkprAqQ, (66)

� Q-1 T prAqQ, (67)

where we use (62) in (66). Notice that the generalized
FB implicitly operates on rA, which is an Ω-graph sincerA � QAQ-1 � EΛE-1. Hence, the eigenvector condition
(10) on A is implicitly satisfied on the generalized FB.

The identity in (62) basically says that instead of working
on the given adjacency matrix, we can use the similarity-
transformed adjacency matrix as long as the input graph signal
is also transformed accordingly. As an example, consider the
generalized FB. The matrix Q transforms the graph signal x
into rx as shown in Fig. 6(a). Special cases of this can be
found in [9] where a permutation matrix is used and in [7]
where a diagonal matrix is used. Here we use it for a different
purpose, namely to create a hypothetical system (the system
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x Q H0prAq D DT F0prAq
...

...
...

...

HM -1prAq D DT FM -1prAq

� Q-1 yrx ry

(a)

x H0pAq rD rU F0pAq
...

...
...

...

HM -1pAq rD rU FM -1pAq

� y

(b)

x TGpAq y

(c)

x Q T prAq Q-1 yrx ry
(d)

Fig. 6. (a) A FB on the similarity-transformed adjacency matrix rA sand-
wiched between Q and Q-1. (b) The FB with generalized decimator and
expander on the original adjacency matrix A. (c) and (d) are input-output
equivalent of the systems in terms of A and rA, respectively. Q is the
similarity transform. D is as in (1). �D and rU are as in (63). All four systems
shown above are equivalent to each other in terms of input-output relations.

flanked by Q and Q-1 in Fig. 6(a)) that satisfies the eigenvector
condition (10). This Ω-structure is sufficient (though possibly
not necessary) to be able to use some of the filter banks we
developed, e.g., the brickwall filter bank of Theorem 4, and
alias free filter banks of Sec. II. Thus the similarity transform
Q merely sets the stage for that. As long as the similarity
transform Q is selected properly, A can be treated as if it
is an Ω-graph even if it is not. For example, consider the
spectrum folding phenomena described in Sec. ?? of [1]. When
the decimator and the expander are selected as in (63), we can
remove the condition on the eigenvectors of the adjacency
matrix. We state this result as follows.

Theorem 15 (Spectrum folding and generalized decimation).
Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph with the following
eigenvalue decomposition A � V ΛV -1. Let E be an invert-
ible matrix with the Ω-structure (10) on its columns. Define
the generalized decimator and expander as in (63). Let x be
a signal on the graph A and y be the DU version of x, that
is, y � rU rDx. Then, graph Fourier transform of x and y are
related as py � 1

M

�
IN{M b 1M1

T
M

	 px, (68)

which is nothing but the spectrum folding phenomena. ♦
Proof: The graph Fourier transforms of x and y are given

as px � V -1x and py � V -1y, respectively. Therefore we have

V py � rU rDV px, (69)

that is,

py � V -1 V E-1 DT DEV -1 V px,
� E-1 DT DE px
� 1{M

�
IN{M b 1M1

T
M

	 px, (70)
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3) Assuming that the diagonalizable graph A has distinct
eigenvalues, the filter bank tHkprAq, FkprAqu is alias-free
on the graph rA if and only if the original filter bank
tHkpAq, FkpAqu is alias-free on the graph A.

4) With the input-output map of the filter bank with gener-
alized decimator and expander denoted as TGpAq and the
transformed map as T prAq, they are related as in Fig. 6(c)-
6(d), that is,

TGpAq � Q-1 T prAq Q. (61)

Notice that relations in 1, 2, and 3 follow from the following
identity, which holds true for any invertible Q and for any
polynomial Hp�q (Theorem 6.2.9 of [25]):

HpAq � Q-1HprAqQ. (62)

Here rA � QAQ-1.
The relation in 4 follows from the following theorem.

Theorem 14 (Generalized filter banks). Let A be a diago-
nalizable adjacency matrix with the eigenvalue decomposition
A � V ΛV -1. Let E be an invertible matrix with the Ω-
structure (10) on its columns. Set the similarity transform
as Q � EV -1. Hence rA � QAQ-1. Define the generalized
decimator rD and the generalized expander rU asrD � DQ � DEV -1, rU � Q-1DT � V E-1DT . (63)

Then, a FB tHkprAq, FkprAqu on rA that uses the canoni-
cal decimator and expander, Fig. 6(a), is equivalent to the
generalized FB tHkpAq, FkpAqu on A that uses generalized
decimator and expander, Fig. 6(b). Here the term “equivalent”
means that the input-output behaviors are related as in (61).
♦

Proof: Let tHkpAq, FkpAqu be the generalized FB on A
that uses the generalized decimator and expander. Then

TGpAq �
M -1̧

k�0

FkpAq rU rDHkpAq, (64)

�
M -1̧

k�0

Q-1QFkpAqQ-1DTDQHkpAqQ-1Q, (65)

� Q-1
M -1̧

k�0

FkprAqDT DHkprAqQ, (66)

� Q-1 T prAqQ, (67)

where we use (62) in (66). Notice that the generalized
FB implicitly operates on rA, which is an Ω-graph sincerA � QAQ-1 � EΛE-1. Hence, the eigenvector condition
(10) on A is implicitly satisfied on the generalized FB.

The identity in (62) basically says that instead of working
on the given adjacency matrix, we can use the similarity-
transformed adjacency matrix as long as the input graph signal
is also transformed accordingly. As an example, consider the
generalized FB. The matrix Q transforms the graph signal x
into rx as shown in Fig. 6(a). Special cases of this can be
found in [9] where a permutation matrix is used and in [7]
where a diagonal matrix is used. Here we use it for a different
purpose, namely to create a hypothetical system (the system

x Q H0prAq D DT F0prAq
...

...
...

...

HM -1prAq D DT FM -1prAq

� Q-1 yrx ry

(a)

x H0pAq rD rU F0pAq
...

...
...

...

HM -1pAq rD rU FM -1pAq

� y

(b)

x TGpAq y

(c)

x Q T prAq Q-1 yrx ry
(d)

Fig. 6. (a) A FB on the similarity-transformed adjacency matrix rA sand-
wiched between Q and Q-1. (b) The FB with generalized decimator and
expander on the original adjacency matrix A. (c) and (d) are input-output
equivalent of the systems in terms of A and rA, respectively. Q is the
similarity transform. D is as in (1). �D and rU are as in (63). All four systems
shown above are equivalent to each other in terms of input-output relations.

flanked by Q and Q-1 in Fig. 6(a)) that satisfies the eigenvector
condition (10). This Ω-structure is sufficient (though possibly
not necessary) to be able to use some of the filter banks we
developed, e.g., the brickwall filter bank of Theorem 4, and
alias free filter banks of Sec. II. Thus the similarity transform
Q merely sets the stage for that. As long as the similarity
transform Q is selected properly, A can be treated as if it
is an Ω-graph even if it is not. For example, consider the
spectrum folding phenomena described in Sec. ?? of [1]. When
the decimator and the expander are selected as in (63), we can
remove the condition on the eigenvectors of the adjacency
matrix. We state this result as follows.

Theorem 15 (Spectrum folding and generalized decimation).
Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph with the following
eigenvalue decomposition A � V ΛV -1. Let E be an invert-
ible matrix with the Ω-structure (10) on its columns. Define
the generalized decimator and expander as in (63). Let x be
a signal on the graph A and y be the DU version of x, that
is, y � rU rDx. Then, graph Fourier transform of x and y are
related as py � 1

M

�
IN{M b 1M1

T
M

	 px, (68)

which is nothing but the spectrum folding phenomena. ♦
Proof: The graph Fourier transforms of x and y are given

as px � V -1x and py � V -1y, respectively. Therefore we have

V py � rU rDV px, (69)

that is,

py � V -1 V E-1 DT DEV -1 V px,
� E-1 DT DE px
� 1{M

�
IN{M b 1M1

T
M

	 px, (70)

(b)
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3) Assuming that the diagonalizable graph A has distinct
eigenvalues, the filter bank tHkprAq, FkprAqu is alias-free
on the graph rA if and only if the original filter bank
tHkpAq, FkpAqu is alias-free on the graph A.

4) With the input-output map of the filter bank with gener-
alized decimator and expander denoted as TGpAq and the
transformed map as T prAq, they are related as in Fig. 6(c)-
6(d), that is,

TGpAq � Q-1 T prAq Q. (61)

Notice that relations in 1, 2, and 3 follow from the following
identity, which holds true for any invertible Q and for any
polynomial Hp�q (Theorem 6.2.9 of [25]):

HpAq � Q-1HprAqQ. (62)

Here rA � QAQ-1.
The relation in 4 follows from the following theorem.

Theorem 14 (Generalized filter banks). Let A be a diago-
nalizable adjacency matrix with the eigenvalue decomposition
A � V ΛV -1. Let E be an invertible matrix with the Ω-
structure (10) on its columns. Set the similarity transform
as Q � EV -1. Hence rA � QAQ-1. Define the generalized
decimator rD and the generalized expander rU asrD � DQ � DEV -1, rU � Q-1DT � V E-1DT . (63)

Then, a FB tHkprAq, FkprAqu on rA that uses the canoni-
cal decimator and expander, Fig. 6(a), is equivalent to the
generalized FB tHkpAq, FkpAqu on A that uses generalized
decimator and expander, Fig. 6(b). Here the term “equivalent”
means that the input-output behaviors are related as in (61).
♦

Proof: Let tHkpAq, FkpAqu be the generalized FB on A
that uses the generalized decimator and expander. Then

TGpAq �
M -1̧

k�0

FkpAq rU rDHkpAq, (64)

�
M -1̧

k�0

Q-1QFkpAqQ-1DTDQHkpAqQ-1Q, (65)

� Q-1
M -1̧

k�0

FkprAqDT DHkprAqQ, (66)

� Q-1 T prAqQ, (67)

where we use (62) in (66). Notice that the generalized
FB implicitly operates on rA, which is an Ω-graph sincerA � QAQ-1 � EΛE-1. Hence, the eigenvector condition
(10) on A is implicitly satisfied on the generalized FB.

The identity in (62) basically says that instead of working
on the given adjacency matrix, we can use the similarity-
transformed adjacency matrix as long as the input graph signal
is also transformed accordingly. As an example, consider the
generalized FB. The matrix Q transforms the graph signal x
into rx as shown in Fig. 6(a). Special cases of this can be
found in [9] where a permutation matrix is used and in [7]
where a diagonal matrix is used. Here we use it for a different
purpose, namely to create a hypothetical system (the system

x Q H0prAq D DT F0prAq
...

...
...

...

HM -1prAq D DT FM -1prAq

� Q-1 yrx ry

(a)

x H0pAq rD rU F0pAq
...

...
...

...

HM -1pAq rD rU FM -1pAq

� y

(b)

x TGpAq y

(c)

x Q T prAq Q-1 yrx ry
(d)

Fig. 6. (a) A FB on the similarity-transformed adjacency matrix rA sand-
wiched between Q and Q-1. (b) The FB with generalized decimator and
expander on the original adjacency matrix A. (c) and (d) are input-output
equivalent of the systems in terms of A and rA, respectively. Q is the
similarity transform. D is as in (1). �D and rU are as in (63). All four systems
shown above are equivalent to each other in terms of input-output relations.

flanked by Q and Q-1 in Fig. 6(a)) that satisfies the eigenvector
condition (10). This Ω-structure is sufficient (though possibly
not necessary) to be able to use some of the filter banks we
developed, e.g., the brickwall filter bank of Theorem 4, and
alias free filter banks of Sec. II. Thus the similarity transform
Q merely sets the stage for that. As long as the similarity
transform Q is selected properly, A can be treated as if it
is an Ω-graph even if it is not. For example, consider the
spectrum folding phenomena described in Sec. ?? of [1]. When
the decimator and the expander are selected as in (63), we can
remove the condition on the eigenvectors of the adjacency
matrix. We state this result as follows.

Theorem 15 (Spectrum folding and generalized decimation).
Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph with the following
eigenvalue decomposition A � V ΛV -1. Let E be an invert-
ible matrix with the Ω-structure (10) on its columns. Define
the generalized decimator and expander as in (63). Let x be
a signal on the graph A and y be the DU version of x, that
is, y � rU rDx. Then, graph Fourier transform of x and y are
related as py � 1

M

�
IN{M b 1M1

T
M

	 px, (68)

which is nothing but the spectrum folding phenomena. ♦
Proof: The graph Fourier transforms of x and y are given

as px � V -1x and py � V -1y, respectively. Therefore we have

V py � rU rDV px, (69)

that is,

py � V -1 V E-1 DT DEV -1 V px,
� E-1 DT DE px
� 1{M

�
IN{M b 1M1

T
M

	 px, (70)
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3) Assuming that the diagonalizable graph A has distinct
eigenvalues, the filter bank tHkprAq, FkprAqu is alias-free
on the graph rA if and only if the original filter bank
tHkpAq, FkpAqu is alias-free on the graph A.

4) With the input-output map of the filter bank with gener-
alized decimator and expander denoted as TGpAq and the
transformed map as T prAq, they are related as in Fig. 6(c)-
6(d), that is,

TGpAq � Q-1 T prAq Q. (61)

Notice that relations in 1, 2, and 3 follow from the following
identity, which holds true for any invertible Q and for any
polynomial Hp�q (Theorem 6.2.9 of [25]):

HpAq � Q-1HprAqQ. (62)

Here rA � QAQ-1.
The relation in 4 follows from the following theorem.

Theorem 14 (Generalized filter banks). Let A be a diago-
nalizable adjacency matrix with the eigenvalue decomposition
A � V ΛV -1. Let E be an invertible matrix with the Ω-
structure (10) on its columns. Set the similarity transform
as Q � EV -1. Hence rA � QAQ-1. Define the generalized
decimator rD and the generalized expander rU asrD � DQ � DEV -1, rU � Q-1DT � V E-1DT . (63)

Then, a FB tHkprAq, FkprAqu on rA that uses the canoni-
cal decimator and expander, Fig. 6(a), is equivalent to the
generalized FB tHkpAq, FkpAqu on A that uses generalized
decimator and expander, Fig. 6(b). Here the term “equivalent”
means that the input-output behaviors are related as in (61).
♦

Proof: Let tHkpAq, FkpAqu be the generalized FB on A
that uses the generalized decimator and expander. Then

TGpAq �
M -1̧

k�0

FkpAq rU rDHkpAq, (64)

�
M -1̧

k�0

Q-1QFkpAqQ-1DTDQHkpAqQ-1Q, (65)

� Q-1
M -1̧

k�0

FkprAqDT DHkprAqQ, (66)

� Q-1 T prAqQ, (67)

where we use (62) in (66). Notice that the generalized
FB implicitly operates on rA, which is an Ω-graph sincerA � QAQ-1 � EΛE-1. Hence, the eigenvector condition
(10) on A is implicitly satisfied on the generalized FB.

The identity in (62) basically says that instead of working
on the given adjacency matrix, we can use the similarity-
transformed adjacency matrix as long as the input graph signal
is also transformed accordingly. As an example, consider the
generalized FB. The matrix Q transforms the graph signal x
into rx as shown in Fig. 6(a). Special cases of this can be
found in [9] where a permutation matrix is used and in [7]
where a diagonal matrix is used. Here we use it for a different
purpose, namely to create a hypothetical system (the system

x Q H0prAq D DT F0prAq
...

...
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...

HM -1prAq D DT FM -1prAq

� Q-1 yrx ry

(a)

x H0pAq rD rU F0pAq
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HM -1pAq rD rU FM -1pAq
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(b)

x TGpAq y

(c)

x Q T prAq Q-1 yrx ry
(d)

Fig. 6. (a) A FB on the similarity-transformed adjacency matrix rA sand-
wiched between Q and Q-1. (b) The FB with generalized decimator and
expander on the original adjacency matrix A. (c) and (d) are input-output
equivalent of the systems in terms of A and rA, respectively. Q is the
similarity transform. D is as in (1). �D and rU are as in (63). All four systems
shown above are equivalent to each other in terms of input-output relations.

flanked by Q and Q-1 in Fig. 6(a)) that satisfies the eigenvector
condition (10). This Ω-structure is sufficient (though possibly
not necessary) to be able to use some of the filter banks we
developed, e.g., the brickwall filter bank of Theorem 4, and
alias free filter banks of Sec. II. Thus the similarity transform
Q merely sets the stage for that. As long as the similarity
transform Q is selected properly, A can be treated as if it
is an Ω-graph even if it is not. For example, consider the
spectrum folding phenomena described in Sec. ?? of [1]. When
the decimator and the expander are selected as in (63), we can
remove the condition on the eigenvectors of the adjacency
matrix. We state this result as follows.

Theorem 15 (Spectrum folding and generalized decimation).
Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph with the following
eigenvalue decomposition A � V ΛV -1. Let E be an invert-
ible matrix with the Ω-structure (10) on its columns. Define
the generalized decimator and expander as in (63). Let x be
a signal on the graph A and y be the DU version of x, that
is, y � rU rDx. Then, graph Fourier transform of x and y are
related as py � 1

M

�
IN{M b 1M1

T
M

	 px, (68)

which is nothing but the spectrum folding phenomena. ♦
Proof: The graph Fourier transforms of x and y are given

as px � V -1x and py � V -1y, respectively. Therefore we have

V py � rU rDV px, (69)

that is,

py � V -1 V E-1 DT DEV -1 V px,
� E-1 DT DE px
� 1{M

�
IN{M b 1M1

T
M

	 px, (70)

(d)

Fig. 6. (a) A FB on the similarity-transformed adjacency matrix rA sand-
wiched between Q and Q-1. (b) The FB with generalized decimator and
expander on the original adjacency matrix A. (c) and (d) are input-output
equivalent of the systems in terms of A and rA, respectively. Q is the
similarity transform. D is as in (1). �D and rU are as in (63). All four systems
shown above are equivalent to each other in terms of input-output relations.

flanked by Q and Q-1 in Fig. 6(a)) that satisfies the eigenvector
condition (10). This Ω-structure is sufficient (though possibly
not necessary) to be able to use some of the filter banks we
developed, e.g., the brickwall filter bank of Theorem 4, and
alias free filter banks of Sec. II. Thus the similarity transform
Q merely sets the stage for that. As long as the similarity
transform Q is selected properly, A can be treated as if it is an
Ω-graph even if it is not. For example, consider the spectrum
folding phenomena described in Sec. VII of [1]. When the
decimator and the expander are selected as in (63), we can
remove the condition on the eigenvectors of the adjacency
matrix. We state this result as follows.

Theorem 15 (Spectrum folding and generalized decimation).
Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph with the following
eigenvalue decomposition A � V ΛV -1. Let E be an invert-
ible matrix with the Ω-structure (10) on its columns. Define
the generalized decimator and expander as in (63). Let x be
a signal on the graph A and y be the DU version of x, that
is, y � rU rDx. Then, graph Fourier transform of x and y are
related as py � 1

M

�
IN{M b 1M1

T
M

	 px, (68)

which is nothing but the spectrum folding phenomena. ♦
Proof: The graph Fourier transforms of x and y are given

as px � V -1x and py � V -1y, respectively. Therefore we have

V py � rU rDV px, (69)

that is,

py � V -1 V E-1 DT DEV -1 V px,
� E-1 DT DE px
� 1{M

�
IN{M b 1M1

T
M

	 px, (70)
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where the last equation follows from Eq. (60)-(66) of [1] since
E has the Ω-structure.

Even though results of Theorem 8 of [1] and Theorem 15
appear to be similar, the difference is that Theorem 8 of
[1] applies to diagonalizable Ω-graphs, whereas Theorem 15
applies to any graph with diagonalizable adjacency matrix.
Notice that Theorem 15 includes Theorem 8 of [1]: when the
eigenvectors of A have the Ω-structure, simply select E � V ,
the decimator and the expander then reduce to canonical formrD � D and rU � DT .

The application of a similarity transform QAQ-1 is there-
fore useful whenever the Ω-structure is necessary. For arbitrary
eigenvectors, we need to use a similarity matrix Q to adjust
them to the form (10), which, in turn, affects the choice of
decimation matrix: namely the non-canonical form (63) that
depends on Q has to be used. On the other hand, this technique
does not alter the eigenvalues of A. Remember from Eq. (71)
of [1] that coefficients of a polynomial filter and its frequency
response are related through the eigenvalues of the graph.
Therefore, whatever Q we choose, a polynomial filter on A,
HpAq, and the same polynomial filter on rA, HprAq, have the
same frequency response in their corresponding graph Fourier
domains. In summary, for the desired multirate graph signal
processing, the coefficients of polynomial filters should be
designed according to the graph spectrum (eigenvalues of A);
the decimator and the expander should be designed according
to eigenvectors of the graph.

The generalized decimator and expander in (63) have two
important properties. Firstly, given a graph, they are not
unique: we can select E arbitrarily as long as its columns
have the Ω-property, and it is invertible. In fact, E can be
selected as a properly permuted version of the inverse DFT
matrix of size N . This follows from the fact that CN is an
M -block cyclic matrix for any M that divides N . Secondly,
the generalized decimator does depend on the eigenspaces of
the adjacency matrix due to presence of V in (63). Therefore,
we cannot talk about a “universal” decimator, and expander,
which can remove the eigenvector constraint in (10) for all
graphs.

It might appear that the use of Q and Q-1 involves addi-
tional complexity of the order of N2 in Fig. 6(a) (where N is
the size of the graph). This can be avoided if we implement
Fig. 6(b) which is equivalent. In this implementation the
simple decimator D is replaced with rD. Now, rD is an
pN{Mq�N matrix with possibly non-zero entries everywhere,
and there are M such matrices in the figure. This gives the
impression that there is additional computational overhead of
N2 multiplications. But note that rD is not unique; it is defined
as rD � DEV -1 where E is an arbitrary matrix with the Ω-
structure. The degrees of freedom in E can be exploited to
make rD relatively sparse to reduce the complexity. In fact rD
can have the form rD � rIN{M Xs as shown next.

Assume that E has the Ω-structure on its columns. Then it
can be written as

E �

��� E1 pIN{M b fH1 q
...

EM pIN{M b fHM q

��� , (71)

for some Ek where Ek P MN{M and fk is the kth column
of the DFT matrix of size M . Let R � V -1 and write it as

R � rR1 � � � RM s, (72)

where Rk P CN�N{M . Then we have the following for the
generalized decimatorrD � DER � E1 pIN{M b fH1 qR, (73)

� rE1 pIN{M b fH1 qR1 � � � E1 pIN{M b fH1 qRM s.
Then, select E1 as follows:

E1 �
��

IN{M b fH1
�
R1

	-1
. (74)

As a result we get the decimator in the form ofrD � rIN{M Xs where X depends on Rk’s. This proves the
claim. In this construction the decimator and expander have
the form rD � E1

�
IN{M b fH1

�
V -1. (75)rU � V

�
IN{M b f1

�
E-1

1 . (76)

At the time of this writing, we do not know how to reduce
the complexities of both rD and rU simultaneously.

The similarity transform in (62) changes the eigenvectors,
and hence the graph Fourier basis that supports the filter
bank. So the transform matrix Q should be selected carefully,
otherwise the new Fourier basis may be of no use. Notice that
Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) are equivalent, hence the similarity trans-
form can be integrated into the decimator and the expander.
At this point, notice the proposed decimator in (75) and the
expander in (76). They explicitly depend on the Fourier basis
of the original graph. As a result, the idea of a similarity
transform reduces to a carefully designed decimator, where
the decimator in (75) takes the Fourier basis of the original
graph into account and decimates the signal accordingly. The
same interpretation is valid for the expander in (76) as well.
Moreover, the filters in Fig. 6(b) are still polynomials in the
original graph, hence the original graph Fourier basis can still
be used to diagonalize the filter responses.

VIII. EXAMPLES

In this section, we will implement a 3-channel brickwall
filter bank for the famous Minnesota road graph [6], [7], [12].
With due thanks to the authors of [6] and [12], we use the data
publicly available in [26], [27]. This graph has 2642 nodes in
total where 2 nodes are disconnected to the rest of the graph.
Since a road graph is expected to be connected, we disregard
those two nodes. See Fig. 7 for the visual representation of
the graph. The adjacency matrix is extremely sparse with
only 0.1% non-zero entries. Since the edges are represented
with 1’s, the unit shift, Ax, merely requires addition and no
multiplication at all.

It is clear from Fig. 7 that the graph is not 3-block cyclic.
Therefore, we cannot apply Theorem 4 directly. However, we
can use the generalized decimator and expander as explained
in Sec. VII. Furthermore, we select the graph Laplacian to
be the unit shift element and find the graph Fourier basis,
V , as the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian. This selection
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Fig. 7. Minnesota traffic graph which has N � 2640 nodes, and 3302
undirected unweighted edges (courtesy of [6], [12]).

(the Laplacian but not the adjacency matrix) is consistent with
the development, since we do not put any specific meaning
to the unit shift operator. We precisely use (75) and (76) to
construct the generalized decimator and expander, respectively.
We construct the analysis and synthesis filters as in (26).
We denote the reconstructed output of the kth channel as
yk � F k

rU rDHk x for 0 ¤ k ¤ 2. (These are indicated
in Fig. 2(b)).
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Fig. 8. (a) Signal consisting of only 1’s and -1’s as given in [7], output of
(b) channel-0, (c) channel-1, (d) channel-2.

In the first example, we consider the signal used in [6], [7]
as the filter bank input. A visual representation of this signal is
given in Fig. 8(a). The reconstructed outputs from subbands,
y0, y1, y2, are given in Fig. 8(b), 8(c), 8(d), respectively. We
observe that y0 is a smooth approximation of the original
signal since it is the output of the low-pass channel. The
remaining two channels give information about nodes where
the discontinuity (high-frequency content) in the signal occurs.

In the second example, we select a smoother signal defined
as xi � expp-0.5 d2i q where di denotes the geographic distance
between the ith node and the point r-93.5 45s. This signal,
which is used as the filter bank input, is visualized in Fig. 9(a).

The reconstructed outputs from the channels, y0, y1, and y2,
are given in Fig. 9(b), 9(c), 9(d), respectively. Similar to the
previous example, the low-pass channel captures most of the
energy. Even though the remaining two channels identify the
nodes where change in the signal is located, outputs are not
as strong as the previous example. This is due to smoother
character of the signal.
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Fig. 9. (a) Signal with exponential decay due to geographic distance, output
of (b) channel-0, (c) channel-1, (d) channel-2.

The Laplacian of the Minnesota traffic graph has repeated
eigenvalues. Furthermore, the distinct eigenvalues are closely
spaced. As a result, we cannot implement tHku’s as poly-
nomials, as low order polynomial approximations result in
poor performance. Hence, each filtering operation requires
N2 � 7 � 107 multiplications. In the following, in order to
obtain filters with low complexity, we will replace the brick-
wall filters, tHku, with their hard-thresholded counter-parts,
tH 1

ku, that are constructed as follows:

pH 1
kqi,j �

#
pHkqi,j , |pHkqi,j | ¥ γ

0, otherwise
(77)

for some threshold γ. It is clear that this non-linear operation
on the filters compromises the PR property of the filter bank.
However, it is interesting to investigate the trade-off between
the reconstruction error and the efficiency of the thresholded
filters. For this purpose, we define the average fraction of non-
zero elements of the filters as 1

M N2

°M -1
k�0

��H 1
k

��
0

where } � }0
counts the number of non-zeros and define the reconstruction
error as }x� x1}22{}x}22 where x1 is the output of the filter
bank with filters in (77). By sweeping over different thresh-
olds, γ, we obtain the result in Fig. 10. Here xa denotes the
signal in Fig. 8(a), xb denotes the signal in Fig. 9(a), and xc
is a signal with i.i.d. Gaussian entries. These are the inputs
to the filter bank in the three cases. It is very interesting to
observe that when we tolerate 1% error in the reconstruction,
we can sparsify the filters significantly: we only need 7.6%,
12.8% and 3.5% of the non-zero values of the actual filters,
respectively. This is a huge saving, due to N2 being very large.
We do not expect hard-thresholding to be optimal, and we are
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not suggesting this as a filter design approach. This example
merely shows that by replacing the PR property with near-PR
property, very efficient filters can be designed for M -channels.
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Fig. 10. Trade-off between the efficiency of the filters and the reconstruction
error. Trade-off depends on the input signal under consideration.

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we extended the theory of M -channel maxi-
mally decimated filter banks, from classical time domain to the
domain of graphs. There are several important aspects in which
these filter banks differ from classical filter banks. We found
that perfect reconstruction (PR) can be achieved with poly-
nomial filters for graphs which satisfy certain eigenstructure
conditions. Furthermore for M -block cyclic graphs, PR filter
banks can be built by starting from any classical filter bank.
We also developed polyphase representations for such filter
banks. Even though many of the results were developed for
graphs with a certain eigenstructure, it was shown in Sec. VII
that the eigenvector structure (10) can be relaxed, and only
the eigenvalue structure (9) remains to be satisfied.

This also brings up some practical questions which we have
not been able to address here: what are practical examples
of graphs which satisfy the eigenvalue constraints? How do
these filter banks perform for practical graph signals, and how
do they compare with alternative ways of processing these
graph signals? For example, imagine we build a compression
system (akin to a subband coder) based on the PR graph
filter bank with a certain order for the polynomial filters
tHkpAq, FkpAqu. How does this compare with a brute-force
compression system that performs a large DFT or a graph
Fourier transform on the entire graph signal x, performs opti-
mal bit allocation, and reconstructs with the inverse transform?
Many such practical questions remain to be addressed. In this
theoretically intense paper it has not been possible to address
these important practical issues, but we plan to explore these
aspects in future work.
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